Safe Zone Executive Meeting  
Friday, March 15th, 2013  
Noon ~ WUC Little D

Updating the Safe Zone Ally Training materials continues and the following materials have been finalized with the committee with maybe one or two tweaks:

- Left Handed Lesson- presentation finished and completely updated, facilitator questions needed
- Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity Questionnaire (formally Heterosexuality Questionnaire)- needs approval
- Media and Being LGBTQ (formerly Heteronormativity)- facilitator questions must be reviewed
- Line-up – needs approval
- How Do You Feel About GLBTQ people? - Allison emailing to the committee
- Coming Out Stars- Theo emailing to the committee

The following modules are in the process of being updated:

- Beyond the Binary I- Theo finalizing

The following modules will be worked on at the retreat:

- Terminology I- Carli/Angie- only needs facilitator questions
- Creating a Safe Zone and Being an Ally – Stephanie/Allison
- History and Modern Pop Culture Match-Up – Theo/Stephanie
- Heterosexual Privilege- add cisgender privilege – Carli/Allison
- Beyond the Binary II – Theo

The Safe Zone committee will have a ½ day retreat on March 26th from Noon-5pm and it will be a potluck. The committee will also use this time to form a coding system to help navigate the training materials.

The following dates are upcoming meetings: 4/12, 4/26, 5/10, 5/24, 6/7